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1

Follows the guidelines set out
in the Policy Webinar, or
provides reasonable
Compliance with explanations for minimal
divergence. Complies with
Guidelines
re topic and word word count restrictions of: title
count restrictions (100 characters), abstract (250 300 words), and entire paper
(4500 - 5000 words).

Follows some of the guidelines
set out in the Policy Webinar.
Explanations for divergence
require further development to
demonstrate rationale of
paper. Complies with word
count restrictions.

Follows some of the guidelines
set out in the Policy Webinar,
but does not provide
reasonable explanations for
divergence. Does not comply
with either the title, abstract
and/or overall paper word
count restrictions.

Content includes: abstract,
introduction/policy issue,
background and current status,
Compliance with key considerations, policy
options, conclusions,
Guidelines
2
for organization and acknowledgments and
bibliography. Co-authors are
formatting
correctly listed. Formatting is
consistent.

Content strays from
organizational guide. Section
titles are appropriately used,
but linkages between sections
need further development. Coauthors are correctly listed.
Formatting is consistent.

Content lacks one or more key
components, which results in
knowledge gaps and/or lack of
depth to the paper. Co-authors
are correctly listed. Formatting
almost consistent.

Faculty Reviewers

1

Effective Problem Problem/Question is stated
clearly and comprehensively,
Statement(s)
3

4

5

Integration of
Indigenous
Perspective

Problem is stated clearly, but
more supporting information
delivering all relevant
would lend greater conviction
information necessary for full to, and deeper understanding
understanding. Paper specifies of statement. Specific
contribution to, and place in
contribution or gap in
the literature.
knowledge is state clearly and
adequately referenced.

Problem statement lacks clarity
and/or conciseness. Scope of
relevant information needed
for full understanding of
problem needs to be expanded.
Specific contribution or gap in
knowledge is stated clearly.

Effectively addresses at least
one Indigenous perspective in
accordance with the Policy
Webinar.

Indigenous concerns are stated
and perspectives are
summarized. Rationale behind
perspectives are, for the most
part, developed throughout the
paper.

Indigenous concerns are stated,
but perspective (ie., reasons for
concerns) are not adequately
described and/or referenced.

Organization of paper is logical
with reasonable arrangement
of ideas. Further editting will
improve cohesiveness and
reinforcing linkages to the
central idea. Good use of subheadings.

Organization of paper is
somewhat logical. Further
review/editting is needed to
develop/unfold the ideas in a
cohesive manner, reinforcing
linkages to the central idea.
Good use of sub-headings.

Organization of paper is logical,
ideas arranged reasonably,
with progression of thought
Flow and Logical from paragraph to paragraph
connecting to central idea. Use
of sub-headings improved
Coherence
organization of paper.

SCORE

/48

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Explicitly describes assumptions
and provides rationale as to
why (or why not) they are
appropriate.

Assumptions are explicitly
Some assumptions are stated,
stated and some rationale as to but reasoning as to why they
why they are appropriate is
are appropriate is weak.
described.

Identifies multiple approaches
to problem-solving and uses
multiple sources of evidence to
support conclusions.

Identifies multiple approaches
to problem-solving and
multiple sources of evidence.
Further linking of evidence to
conclusions needs to be
developed.

Identifies one approach to
problem-solving. Uses one
source of evidence to support
conclusions, resulting in a
without explanation for this
narrow view.

Uses quantitative and
qualitative analysis of data as
the basis for deep, thoughtful
8 Effective application evaluations, drawing insightful
of quantitative
conclusions.
analysis

Use of quantitative analysis of
data was adequate. Further
development of deep, insightful
conclusions will strengthen
results and cohesiveness of
paper.

Use of quantitative analysis of
data was shallow, reducing the
credibility of conclusions
drawn.

Figures and tables are
appropriate and contribute to
understanding of concepts
Content
discussed in text. Figures and
Development:
9
tables are correctly and
Effective use of visual
informatively captioned,
evidence
anotated and legible.

Figures and tables are, for the
most part, appropriate in
contributing to understanding
of concepts discussed. Linking
them to text requires further
development. Revisions to
captions may help. Anotations
are adequate and legible.

Figures and tables are
somewhat appropriate in
contributing to understanding
of concepts discussed in text.
Edits to captions and/or
anotations is needed.

All sources are cited
appropriately to avoid
plagiarism claims. More
academic sources might include
more recent and/or specific
publications to support
assertions.

Some source citations are
lacking and/or incorrectly
described. More academic
sources are needed to support
some of the concepts.

Spelling is accurate. Further
revision of vocabulary,
grammar and/or phrasing will
increase clarity and conciseness
and improve eligibility as an
academic-publication-class
article.

Vocabulary, grammar and/or
spelling needs work for an
academic-publication-class
article. Further revision will
improve conciseness, simplicity
and ultimate clarity of paper.

Paper was submitted < 24
hours late.

Paper was submitted 24 hours
late.

6

7

Context of
Argument:
Validation of
assumptions

Content
Development:
Multimodel
inference

Content
Development:

10

Sources and
Evidence

All sources are cited
appropriately to avoid
plagiarism claims. Multiple
academic sources are used to
support assertions.

Adequate vocabulary, grammar
and spelling for an academicpublication-class article.
Control of Syntax Elegant simplicity, clarity and
11
and Mechanics conciseness of writing
heightens value of contribution
to scientific knowledge.
Paper was submitted by the
due date:
12

Punctuality

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Friday, Apr.17, 2020
at 12:00 noon (MDT)

TOTAL SCORE out of possible 48 points 0.0
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